Welcome to the Waterloo County Quilters’ Guild’s Virtual
Show and Tell for our March 2020 cancelled Guild Meeting.
Thank you to these talented quilters who have shared their
current projects.

Bernice Gammy "Betty Dietrich had started this
sweet little quilt and I machine quilted it and
finished it. It will be a Smile Quilt."

Several weeks ago, a friend, Judy, gave me this
music fabric. I was so excited about it because
music is an upbeat in my life.
I have made 3 quilt tops from the fabric and a
smile quilt.
Recently, the University of Waterloo contacted
Caring Connections and asked if we would make
quilts for students who need comfort and caring.
These students have received counselling from
the University Counselling Service.
One of the quilts will go there from Caring
Connections, Waterloo County Quilt Guild.
Another one or two might go to our
Hospices....depending on the decision of our
group.
Dance to the music, Marilyn Hollinger

T-shirt quilt of hockey jerseys....
This is my current project... as you can see by the
photo I'm about half done at this point. Lots of
work left to go. My lady provided the hockey jerseys
and asked that the mortar fabric that holds them all
together be shades of red. She also wants a red
flannelette backing.. As you can see his name is
"Blanchette" and he's played for a variety of teams.
Can you find the 9 patch? or the pinwheel?
I'm getting well known as a person who makes Tshirt quilts and does repairs. Hopefully soon I can
make some of the legacy quilts I have planned.
I know... I know all I have to do is say "no" but
somedays that's so hard to do.
Stay safe, wash your hands and be healthy.
Looking forward to our next meeting,
CathyPotvin

Project Linus received a request for a queen sized quilt that
would be used by the therapists who engage with moms who
suffer from post-partem depression. They wanted a quilt that the
babies could lie on during the sessions. My daughter's mother-inlaw gifted me the flowers and leaves, with the edges already
turned under to be appliqued. Who knew I had enough yellow
toned fabric in my stash to make an 80 x 80 quilt using the
disappearing nine patch technique?! I think I'll trapunto the
flowers with an extra layer of batting before I free-motion quilt it.
I've promised to finish it by the end of March, so I'd better get
quilting! - Marg Sandiford

This one was a kit I bought a few years ago
from Creative Sisters. I gave it to my dad for
his birthday. - Colleen Lapensee

This one is the class I took on the 4th of
March. I really enjoyed it. Pojagi.Colleen Lapensee

Back of quit
This one was my first quilt and a UFO
front and back (next picture). Finally
finished it. Lots of sewing lately. Colleen Lapensee

Inferno Down Under
Here is a quilt I just finished. I felt so
bad about the Australian bush fires
that I based this on a photo I saw of
a kookaburra looking at the desolate
landscape. It is my own design and is
32 by 43 inches wide. I’ve called it
'Inferno Down Under”
Carol Ross Williamson

This is a queen size quilt I made when i took
Jackie Syer's workshop in April 2017 it is
called X an O String Quilt by Cathy Jurchuk

This is a queen size quilt . I believe the
pattern is called Diamonds are
Forever, In a book called String Quilt
Revival by Virginia Baker & Barbra
Sanders. I machine stitched this top &
it still needs to be quilted. Many of the
pieces of fabric I obtained from our
donated stash in the containers at the
meetings. Thank you to all who
donated!
Cathy Jurchuk
Diamonds are forever

An original pattern, by
Cathy Jurchuk

This quilt was made by my 8 year old
grand daughter. It is the first quilt she
made. She machine quilted it herself
as well. She designed it herself &
made it with instructions from me,
her grand mother, Cathy Jurchuk

"I just finished the Trendtex quilt challenge (above). The
pattern is based on a poster by the Ukraine artist
Eugene Verlen. Permission was granted."
Machine applique, machine quilted by Karen Cassidy

I did two quilts one with the required Trendtex 5
challenge fabrics and (this one) the second quilt
with fabrics of my own choosing and personal use.

This one is "Line Dance" a pattern by Karen Jordan of
Jordan Fabrics. The pattern was modified slightly and
pieced by Dianne Robertson and Marg Sandiford. It was
machine quilted by Marg Sandiford. It has been donated to
the Mennonite Relief Sale Quilt Auction that will hopefully
take place at the end of May.

This is my first Show & Tell.
This table runner (still to be quilted) is 26" X 40"
from a panel that I picked up at a guild meeting
for the President's Challenge "to brighten
someone's day". It will be donated to the new
hospice.
With more quilting under my belt I might handle
the corner stones differently. I still have time to
change them. 😊 Barb Mockford

"I hope I will have this quilted by next
month.'Chopsticks' by Jaybird Quilts is fairly fast.
This is done with acombination of batiks and
regular cottons - baby size (approximately 35 x 48)."
Carol McLaren

"I have been spending my time piecing this kaleidoscope. It has been a
challenge but lots of fun."
"I have very little fabric left but here is a picture. I think I had three or
four metres. I made eight 12 inch blocks, eight 10 inch, sixteen 6 inch and
eight 4 inch. I did not want to have any left over!!!!"
Fabia Joyce

It is called ‘origami bag’and you make it from
two squares of contrasting fabrics. It can be
any size, for mine I used two squares of 40 cm
(16”).
It has 4 outside pockets, but you can also
choose to reverse this and have them on the
inside. I put my USB-charger inside the bag
and put the different cables and earphone in
the outside pockets. But you can also use it
for make-up, jewelry or quilting...
After you have made one, you likely want to
make more.
There is a very good instruction on Youtube:
https://youtu.be/pSGhqZrE2-s
Gerda Pauwelussen

Jean Carberry - "This hexagon quilt is new on
my design wall and I just sewed the top row an
hour ago. The Fons and Porter Hexagons ruler
was used, thanks to Quilters Nine Patch when I
won a draw at their store. The half hexagons
were cut from my 2.5 inch guild's strip
exchange fabrics from 2013-2014.

These are 3 table runners that need to be machine
quilted for the May meeting. With a full quilt in
behind that also needs to be quilted.
from left to right, "White Star" runner is from Little
Charmers II pattern from Heather Mulder Peterson,
published by Anka's Treasures, pattern designed for
6" squares. "Gold Star Log Cabin" runner, adapted
from Serendipity quilt pattern, Cardinal Street
pattern by Pix Martin. This pattern came with a
2003 Spring Shop Hop wallhanging pattern
designed by Pix. Brown Squares runner, adapted
from Four Square Lap Quilt from a guild library
book called 'Cozy Modern Quilts' by Kim Schaefer.
These runner were made form fabric left over from
other projects. - Jean Carberry

Thank you, quilters for sharing your projects. We look forward to seeing what
you are currently working on as you practice “social distancing”.
We may ask you to send photos of your work for our meeting in April, should
we need to cancel our “in-person” meeting.
Continue to create, sew and quilt! It’s great therapy. Happy quilting everyone!

